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DESCRIPTION: VersaSeal self-mailing solutions allow any type of
business to create a laser-compatible and USPS-compliant self-mailer

right at the desktop. De-
signed to reduce costs and
improve efficiencies, pres-
sure seal solutions eliminate
labor-intensive activities like
folding, stuffing, and seal-
ing. Since the mailer and
mail piece are both created
from a single sheet of paper,
errors and inventory are re-
duced. Processing options

range from 10,000 to 600,000 sheets per month.

VS1202 FOLDER SEALER: The VS1200 Folder Sealer offers a
user-friendly low-volume solution for processing one-piece pres-
sure-sensitive mailers. Combined with a laser printer and pressure seal
forms, the VS1200 creates secure, mail-ready pieces. The clearly marked
fold plates and drop-in feed system provide easy set-up and operation,
right out of the box. These features, plus a compact desktop design, make
the VS1200 ideal for an office environment with low volume applica-
tions. A processing speed of up to 35 forms per minute and the added ca-
pability of processing 14” forms enable operators to complete daily pro-
cessing jobs with ease.

VS1402 FOLDER SEALER: The VS1402 offers a user-friendly
low-volume solution for processing one-piece pressure sensitive mailers.
The clearly marked fold plates, control panel, and drop-in feed system
provide easy set-up and operation, right out of the box. These features,
combined with a sleek desktop design, make the VS1402 ideal for pro-
cessing documents in an office environment with low volume applica-
tions. With a speed of up to 60 forms per minute and the added capability
of processing 14” forms, the VS1402 enables operators to complete daily
processing jobs with ease.

VS1502 FOLDER SEALER: The VS1502 Folder Sealer is the low vol-
ume folder/sealer solution for processing one-piece pressure sensitive
mailers. The VS1502 provides an economical solution with the quality
and reliability you have come to expect from VersaSeal. The sleek office
design and ease of operation makes this unit ideal for processing docu-
ments in an office environment with low volume applications. A process-
ing speed of up to 85 forms per minute enables operators to complete
daily jobs with ease. The added capability of processing 14” forms gives
the VS1502 the versatility needed to fold and seal virtually any low vol-
ume application to meet your needs.

VSX FOLDER SEALER: The VSX offers a user-friendly low-volume
solution for processing one-piece pressure-sensitive mailers. Its inte-
grated output conveyor keeps processed forms in a neat, sequential order.
The compact desktop design and ease of set-up and operation make this
unit ideal for processing documents in an office environment with
low-volume applications. The VSX has processing speeds up to 5,200
forms per hour and the capability of processing 14” forms.

VS2002 FOLDER SEALER: The VS2002 pressure sealer is a powerful
desktop model designed to process pressure sensitive self-mailers. An

easy to use touch-pad control panel and three-roller drop-in feed system
make this product both practical and dependable. Its redesigned sliding
fold plates make setup and operation even easier, with fine tuning knobs
for precision folds. Standard features include a six-digit counter, jog con-
trol, fault detection, and LED indicators. Load up to 250 forms in the hop-
per to be processed at speeds up to 8,000 forms per hour. The VS2002
also has an optional fully enclosed cabinet for storage and an 18” or 4’
conveyor with photo-eye
for neat and sequential
stacking of processed
forms.

VS2032 FOLDER
SEALER: The VS2032
desktop pressure sealer
provides a reliable and
compact solution for pro-
cessing pressure sensitive self-mailers. Up to 350 forms can be loaded in
the feeder and processed at speeds up to 11,000 forms per hour. Standard
features include a six-digit counter, jog control, fault detection, LED indi-
cators and an operator friendly touch-pad control panel. Its redesigned
sliding fold plates make setup and operation even easier, with fine tuning
knobs for precision folds. All of these features make the VS2032 the per-
fect solution for streamlining your post processing. The VS2032 also has
an optional fully enclosed
cabinet for storage, and a
choice of two conveyors
with photo-eye for neat and
sequential stacking of pro-
cessed forms.

VS2054 FOLDER
SEALER: The VS2054 is
a fully automatic pressure
sealer which provides the ultimate tabletop solution for processing pres-
sure sensitive one-piece mailers. Designed with ease of operation and ef-
ficiency in mind, the VS2054 automatically detects and adjusts for 11”,
14” and 17” forms. It features 5 pre-programmed standard folds for even
panel C, V, Z and uneven/eccentric C and Z folds. It also has the ability to
store up to 35 custom fold settings with the simple touch of a button. The
VS2054 utilizes a drop-in three-roller feed system which produces de-
pendable feeding of forms with no paper fanning required. Forms are pro-
cessed at speeds up to
16,450 per hour, and
are output to an inte-
grated telescoping con-
veyor with automated
nip roller positioning,
capable of holding up to
500 processed forms.
The monthly duty cycle
is up to 200,000 forms.
The large 2.8” (71mm)
backlit LCD display and user-friendly control panel allow for untrained
operators to walk up and start processing pressure seal forms with little to
no instruction. The VS2054 advanced software allows for all standard
fold types and paper sizes to be customized to meet your particular needs.
Options include a fully enclosed cabinet for storage and 402 Series Jog-
gers to reduce static electricity and align forms for proper feeding. These
features combine to make the VS2054 an ideal solution.

CONTACT: For more information, call 866-837-7273. Or, circle
VersaSeal on the Reader Service Card.
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